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The unfolding kinetics of many small proteins appears to be first
order, when measured by ensemble-averaging probes such as
fluorescence and circular dichroism. For one such protein, monellin,
it is shown here that hidden behind this deceptive simplicity is a
complexity that becomes evident with the use of experimental
probes that are able to discriminate between different conforma-
tions in an ensemble of structures. In this study, the unfolding of
monellin has been probed by measurement of the changes in the
distributions of 4 different intramolecular distances, using a mul-
tisite, time-resolved fluorescence resonance energy transfer meth-
odology. During the course of unfolding, the protein molecules are
seen to undergo slow and continuous, diffusive swelling. The
swelling process can be modeled as the slow diffusive swelling of
a Rouse-like chain with some additional noncovalent, intramolec-
ular interactions. Here, we show that specific structure is lost
during the swelling process gradually, and not in an all-or-none
manner, during unfolding.
diffusive swelling  distance distribution  gradual unfolding 
Rouse model  time-resolved FRET
I t has been argued that the energy landscape encountered by aprotein for traversing between the native (N) and unfolded (U)
states, can be quite complex (1–6). However, many protein
folding reactions, and most particularly, unfolding reactions
appear simple and apparently ‘‘two-state,’’ with the kinetics
describable by transition state theory. According to transition
state theory, the reactions are slowed down by a single dominant
free energy barrier describable in terms of a single reaction
coordinate. In this simple approach, an unfolding protein mol-
ecule does not spend appreciable time in conformations inter-
mediate between N and U. However, there has been growing
realization that this is not a good approximation in many cases,
even for some relatively small proteins. In fact, the thermody-
namic transition between the N and U states is expected to be
a continuous transition, which is also rounded off due to finite
size effects, implying that a sharp distinction between the N and
U states is not possible (7, 8). In the alternative viewpoint, the
free energy landscape is multidimensional, over which a large
number of small (3 kBT) barriers are distributed (9).
An earlier theoretical study had suggested that structural
transitions within the molten globular states formed during
unfolding, including globule swelling, occur in a gradual manner
(10). Recent equilibrium unfolding studies using high-resolution
structural probes or single-molecule fluorescence detection,
have also indicated that unfolding may occur in several steps (11)
and even gradually via a continuum of intermediate forms
(12–17). Nevertheless, definitive kinetic evidence for a gradual
protein unfolding or folding reaction has been scarce, and only
indirect (18–20).
To distinguish experimentally between a two-state and a
gradual unfolding reaction has been a difficult challenge, be-
cause of the problem in differentiating between, and quantifying
the relative populations of different conformations present
together at any time during unfolding. One solution to the
problem is to carry out time-resolved fuorescence resonance
energy transfer (TR-FRET) experiments (14, 21–25), coupled to
the maximum entropy method (MEM) of analysis (14, 23, 24).
In the TR-FRET technique, the time dependent decay of
fluorescence intensity at the donor site is monitored in a
macroscopic assembly of molecules. A distribution of decay rates
is obtained, and as the decay rate depends on the distance
between donor and acceptor, this can be used to infer the
probability distribution of distances separating the donor and
acceptor sites in the ensemble (SI Appendix).
In this study, a multisite, TR-FRET methodology coupled to
MEM analysis has been used to study the time evolution of the
probability distributions of 4 intramolecular distances in the
small protein monellin, as it unfolds in 4 M guanidine hydro-
chloride (GdnHCl), starting from the native state. Single chain
monellin (MNEI) is a sweet plant protein, whose folding and
unfolding reactions have been studied extensively (26–28). Here,
4 single cysteine, single tryptophan containing mutant forms of
MNEI have been used (Fig. 1A), in each of which a single
tryptophan residue at position 4 in the sequence, Trp4, served as
the donor fluorophore (D), and a thionitrobenzoate (TNB)
adduct attached to a differently located thiol (at the positions
shown in Fig. 1A) served as the FRET acceptor (A). It is shown
that for all 4 structurally very similar proteins, the unfolding
reaction can be characterized as slow diffusive swelling, indicat-
ing that the protein spends substantial time inmany intermediate
conformations, before unfolding completely.
Results and Discussion
Quenching of Fluorescence of Trp4 in Presence of TNB Is Due to FRET.
The secondary structures and the stabilities of the unlabeled and
TNB-labeled mutant variants are similar to that of wild-type
(WT) MNEI (Cys42) (Fig. S1 and Table S1). All of the mutant
variants exhibit identical f luorescence emission spectra, in the N
and in the U states of the unlabeled protein. The quenching of
the fluorescence of Trp4 in TNB-labeled Cys42 by FRET is
apparent in (i) a reduction in fluorescence intensity at all
wavelengths (Fig. 1B), with a larger reduction in N than in U,
because Trp4 and C42-TNB are more separated in the latter. (ii)
A shift in the position of the peak of the fluorescence lifetime
distribution in the N state from 2.6 to 0.06 ns (Fig. 1C). For the
other TNB-labeled proteins too, the fluorescence lifetime of
Trp4 is reduced by different amounts, in both the N and the U
states (Table S2), indicating that the quenching is distance-
dependent and, hence, due to FRET. As expected for distance-
dependent quenching, the mean fluorescence lifetime (m) of
Trp4 increases upon unfolding, for all of the TNB-labeled
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proteins, whereas it is not altered much (5%) for the unlabeled
proteins (Table S2). More specifically, the principal (84%)
component of the fluorescence lifetime contributing to the m
also remains unchanged for all of the unlabeled proteins (Table
S2). The mean value of the Forster’s distance, R0 (SI Appendix),
for the Trp-TNB FRET pair, in the different variants of MNEI,
was determined to be 22.8 Å (Table S3), making it an ideal probe
to measure distances in the range of 10 to 38 Å, in the
TNB-labeled proteins (30) with precision. The fluorescence
lifetime measurements recover the expected D–A distances in
the N states for all of the TNB labeled proteins (SI Appendix and
Tables S2 and S3), confirming that the quenching is due to
FRET.
Results from Ensemble-Averaging Probes Are Consistent with Appar-
ent Two-State Unfolding. For each mutant protein, the fluores-
cence lifetime distributions and intensities in the TNB-labeled
form were determined at different unfolding times, using a
stopped-flow mixing module attached either to a fast time-
correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) system (Fig. S2), or
to a fluorimeter. For each protein, the time courses of the
fractional increase in m and fluorescence intensity were iden-
tical (Fig. 2 and Table S4), as expected, validating the accuracy
of the TCSPC data collection in the double-kinetic experiments.
The circular dichroism (CD) monitored kinetics were also
identical to those monitored by FRET (Fig. S3). For all proteins,
and for all probes, the time dependence of the entire expected
change in signal is well-fitted by a simple exponential depen-
dence (Fig. 2 Insets). Hence, the results of the integrated
fluorescence intensity and CDmeasurements are consistent with
a simple apparently two-state unfolding reaction, but a single
time-dependent ensemble-averaged value of the observables
does not reveal anything about the heterogeneity within the
ensembles of structures present at any time during the reaction.
D–A Distances Change Continuously During the Time-Course of Un-
folding. The complexity of the unfolding reaction is revealed
when the fluorescence decay kinetics curves determined at
various times of unfolding of the TNB-labeled proteins, were
analyzed using MEM (Fig. 3). The fluorescence lifetime distri-
butions so obtained were transformed into probability distribu-
tions of D–A distances (Fig. 4) using Forster’s equation (SI
Appendix, Eq. S3). Before unfolding commences, the N state of
each protein displays a narrow fluorescence lifetime distribution,
and hence, a narrow distribution of D–A distances (Figs. 3 and
4), which is different for the different mutant proteins. A narrow
distribution is what is expected for a homogeneous N state. Once
unfolding commences, the probability distribution of fluores-
cence lifetimes is bimodal at intermediate times for 3 mutant
proteins, but appears unimodal at all times for the fourth mutant
protein. The bimodal fluorescence lifetime distributions seen for
Cys42-TNB, Cys82-TNB and Cys97-TNB give rise to bimodal
distance distributions, and the unimodal fluorescence lifetime
distribution seen for Cys68-TNB gives rise to a unimodal dis-
tance distributions, at intermediate times of unfolding (Figs. 3
and 4).
Fig. 1. FRET as a measure of intramolecular distances. (A) The location of Trp4 and the residues that were replaced by cysteine residues in the single Cys, single
Trp-containingmutant variants are shown in the structure of single chainmonellin (PDB entry 1IV7), which has been drawn using the program PyMOL (29). Trp4
is partially solvent accessible in the native state and the thiol label, TNB, quenches the fluorescence of Trp4 in a distance-dependent manner. (B) Fluorescence
spectra of unlabeled native (solid blue line); TNB-labeled native (solid dark red line); unlabeled unfolded (dashed blue line); and TNB-labeled unfolded (dashed
dark red line) Cys42. Trp4 showsmaximumfluorescence emission at 346 nm inN,which shifts to 357 nmuponunfolding in 4MGdnHCl. (C) Fluorescence intensity
decay kinetics of unlabeled native (solid blue line) and TNB-labeled native (solid dark red line) Cys42. (Inset) The fluorescence lifetime distributions of unlabeled
native (solid blue line) and TNB-labeled native Cys42 (solid dark red line) obtained from MEM analysis. Note the logarithmic x axis.
Fig. 2. Kinetics of unfolding of TNB-labeled mutant variants of MNEI in 4 M
GdnHCl atpH8and25 °Casmonitoredby steady-stateand time-resolvedFRET
for Cys42-TNB (A), Cys68-TNB (B), Cys82-TNB (C), and Cys97-TNB (D). The
change in the mean fluorescence lifetimes, m (m  fifi; where fi is the
relative amplitude corresponding to relaxation time fi) of Trp4 during un-
folding (dark red open squares) are shown according to the left y axis. The
solid dark red lines are afit of the mdata to a single exponential equation; the
dashed dark red lines represents the m of the native protein in 0 M GdnHCl.
Error bars represent the standard deviations of measurements from 3 differ-
ent experiments. Blue solid lines show the changes in the fluorescence inten-
sity of Trp4 during unfolding according to the right y axis. Dashed blue lines
represent the fluorescence intensity of the native protein in 0 M GdnHCl.
(Insets) The kinetic amplitudes of unfolding match the equilibrium ampli-
tudes. The dark red inverted triangles represent the equilibrium unfolding
transition monitored by the change in fluorescence intensity at 360 nm, and
the continuous lines through the data represent a fit to a two-state N ^ U
model. The blue open circles represent the t   signal, and the blue filled
circles represent the t 0 signal respectively, obtained fromfitting the kinetic
traces of unfolding to a single exponential equation. The black dashed lines
are a linear extrapolation of the native protein baseline.
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The unfolding reactions of Cys42-TNB, Cys82-TNB and
Cys97-TNB show the following features (Figs. 3 and 4): (i) At the
first time of measurement, 150 ms, when less than a 1% change
in CD has occurred, the largely unimodal fluorescence lifetime
and distance distributions of N, have transformed into broad
bimodal distributions. Clearly, the ensemble of conformations
formed at this time, although still structured, is different from
the N state. The 2 peaks are centered at distances intermediate
between, and markedly different from, those of N and U (Tables
S2 and S3), which implies the existence of 2 different interme-
diate structures, I1 and I2, populated within 150 ms of the
commencement of unfolding. (ii) I1 and I2 display much broader
distributions than does N, indicating that these intermediates are
not unique structures but are ensembles of structures. I1 shows
more native-like distance distributions, although in the case of
the Trp4-C42-TNB distance, there is practically no overlap with
the N distribution. The peaks corresponding to I2 are closer to
those of U than I1, but distinct from the U distributions in all 3
proteins, more so in the case of Cys42-TNB. (iii) As unfolding
proceeds, the peak corresponding to I1 shifts either not at all
(Cys42-TNB and Cys82-TNB) or marginally (Cys97-TNB), to
larger distances. (iv) The peak corresponding to I2 evolves
gradually into those of U, indicating a continuum of interme-
diate structures from I2 to U. (v) The population of I2 increases
continuously at the expense of that of I1.
In the case of both Cys82-TNB and Cys97-TNB, the kinetics
of the change in the area under the peak corresponding to I2 (see
legend to Fig. 3), are similar to that of the change in the fraction
of U calculated from the changes in fluorescence intensity (Fig.
2) or CD (Fig. S3), assuming that only N and U are present at
any time during unfolding. This result validates the use of
TR-FRET experiments coupled to MEM analysis, to estimate
quantitatively the populations of different conformational states
during unfolding.
The changes in the fluorescence lifetime and distance distri-
butions during the unfolding of Cys68-TNB appear to be dif-
ferent from those seen during the unfolding of the other mutant
proteins. At 150 ms of unfolding, a unimodal distribution (see
legend to Fig. 4) similar to that of N, but shifted to a slightly
larger distance, is seen. As unfolding proceeds, the fluorescence
lifetime and distance distributions shift gradually to the distri-
bution of U (Figs. 3B and 4), remaining unimodal at all times.
It should be noted that at no time of unfolding, can the
distributions be fitted to a linear combination of the distributions
obtained for N and U states. Nor can the gradual increase in
fluorescence lifetime and distance be explained by very rapid
exchange between N and U, because (i) the rate of exchange
would have to be faster than 1010 s1, the fastest rate of
fluorescence decay, whereas conformational changes in proteins
(31) are found typically to be slower than 109 s1, and (ii) the
observed changes in the widths of the distributions (Figs. 3 and
4) with the time of unfolding cannot be explained by the fast
exchange model. Hence, it is concluded that the Trp4-C68-TNB
distance expands gradually during unfolding.
Protein Swelling During Unfolding. The experimental data on the
time evolution of the probability distribution of intramolecular
distances during unfolding, can be understood in terms of a
simple phenomenological model, which is a variation of the
well-known Rouse model of polymer physics (32, 33). The model
(Scheme 1; see SI Appendix for details) is based on the following
observations and assumptions: (i) Within 150 ms of unfolding,
the conformation of any protein molecule is observed to be close
to 1 of 2 intermediate ensembles of structures, called I1 and I2
(Figs. 3 and 4). A few non-nearest-neighbor, noncovalent bond-
ing interactions appear to persist in the more compact I1, and
fewer still in the more swollen I2. It is likely that I1 and I2
represent the products of 2 parallel unfolding reactions, in which
many intrachain noncovalent interactions break in different
parts of the chain. In fact, in an earlier study of the unfolding of
MNEI (27), native protein had been observed to transform into
differentially unfolded forms (15% and 85%) within a few ms of
unfolding. Here, it appears that I1 and I2 form with probability
of 0.2 and 0.8, respectively (Figs. 3 and 4). (ii) During the slow
swelling with time within the ensembles of states I1 and I2, the
probability distribution function of D–A distances is well ap-
proximated by a Gaussian probability distribution function,
PR, t
1
2it
e
RRit2
2 i
2t
Ri(t) and i
2(t) are the time-dependent mean and variance,
respectively, of the distance distribution in the ensemble Ii.
Although the Gaussian form is known to be incorrect for very
small or very large R value, this simple form has been used
because it provides adequate qualitative fits to the data (Fig. 4),
and more accurate fitting forms would require more parameters.
It should be noted that although I1 and I2 possess structure (see
below), simulations have shown that the end-to-end distance of
a structured polypeptide chain is approximately Gaussian-
distributed (34). In N itself, the 4 distances appear to be
Gaussian-distributed (Fig. 4). (iii) The molecules in I1 and I2
swell with time of unfolding (Fig. 4), with characteristic times 1
and 2, respectively. Swelling is assumed to occur in a succession
of small local and random conformational changes. (iv) The
Fig. 3. Fluorescence lifetime distributions of the TNB-labeled mutant vari-
ants ofMNEI at different times of unfolding. (A) Cys42-TNB. (B) Cys68-TNB. (C)
Cys82-TNB. (D) Cys97-TNB. Black solid and dashed lines represent the fluores-
cence lifetime distributions of the native protein in 0 M GdnHCl and the
unfolded protein in 4 M GdnHCl, respectively. (A and B Insets) Gradual
evolution of the fluorescence lifetime distributions, with the time of unfold-
ing, on a linear scale. (C and D Insets) Fractions of protein present (open
triangles) in U-like forms (those whose lifetimes are similar to those of the U
distribution) at different unfolding times, as determined from the TR-FRET
measurement of fluorescence lifetime distributions. The fraction was calcu-
lated by dividing the area under the U-like peak of the bimodal lifetime
distributions, at various unfolding times, by the total area under the U
distribution obtained at the end of the unfolding reaction in 4 M GdnHCl. It
was possible todo this for Cys82-TNBandCys97-TNBbecause in these cases the
position of the fluorescence lifetime distribution of the unfolded protein
changes only marginally with the time of unfolding.
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qualitative features of the swelling of a real protein chain can be
described adequately by aRouse-likemodel. The physics of swelling
of the polypeptide chain in both I1 and I2, upon unfolding, is
assumed to be similar to that of a freely jointed self-avoiding chain,
with a few additional non-nearest-neighbor, noncovalent interac-
tions. For Rouse-like relaxational dynamics (32), the polymer,
starting from a N-like conformation, would slowly swell with time,
and its mean size would increase with time to a finite limiting value.
The microscopic relaxation time (Rouse time) (32) corresponding
to the rotational relaxation time of the protein chain, which is 4
ns for monellin (SI Appendix), is much shorter than the time scale
of the unfolding reaction. In the Rouse-like model, the second
longest relaxation time is approximately a fourth of the longest
relaxation time.Hence, for large times, the timedependence ofRi(t)
and i
2(t) can be approximated by a simple exponential, with
relaxation time i. The fractional increases in i
2(t) and Ri(t) are
therefore the same at any time t (SI Appendix). In the case of
homopolymer swelling too, a simple physical model based on using
the Langevin equation to describe polymer dynamics, has shown
that the polymer size tends to its finite limiting value exponentially
with time, for timesmuch greater than the Rouse time (35). (v) The
population of I2 is observed to grow slowly at the expense of I1 (Fig.
4), and this transformation is assumed to be a first order process
with time constant 3. (vi) I2 swells slowly to finally form U.
Fig. 4 shows that this simple model can fit the data reasonably
well. It is remarkable that the very different behaviors of the 4
distance distributions measured during unfolding, can be attrib-
uted fully just to differences in the values of the various kinetic
parameters defining Eq. S16 (values used for fitting are listed in
Table S5). In particular, it is seen that the distance distributions
measured at different times of unfolding of Cys68-TNB, appear
to be unimodal, unlike those of the other proteins, only because
the distributions in I1 and I2 cannot be resolved. Importantly, the
values of 1 and 2 are found to be different for the different
TNB-labeled mutant proteins (Tables S5 and S6). This indicates
that the energies of different intramolecular interactions in the
molecule are not unaffected by the position of the FRET
acceptor. Here, it should be mentioned that the expansion of an
intramolecular distance is observed to be slower for a distance
separating more amino acid residues in the polypeptide chain,
but no scaling exponents can be estimated reliably from the data.
It should be noted that even though Cys42-TNB is less stable, and
hence unfolds faster than the other labeled proteins (Figs. S1 and
S3), this in no way vitiates the basic result that in all 4 structurally
very similar (Fig. S1) mutant proteins, clear evidence of slow
diffusive swelling is observed.
The Rouse-like model describes well, in a qualitative manner,
the observed diffusive swelling of the protein chain. Effects like
excluded volume, are not included in the simple model used
here. Although these effects would change some exponents used
in Eq. S16, the deviations of these exponents from simple Rouse
values are not detectable in the data (Fig. 4). It should be noted
that the Rouse model is only a zeroth level approximation to the
true dynamics of the protein chain, and cannot describe fully the
Fig. 4. Evolution of the probability distributions of D–Adistanceswith timeof unfolding. Thefluorescence lifetimedistributions at different times of unfolding
were converted into distance distributions as described in SI Appendix. The 22.8 Å Forster’s distance for the Trp-TNB pair does not allow accurate measurement
of the D–A distance beyond 38 Å. Consequently, the single bars at 38 Å in the distributions represent the population of polypeptides with R 38 Å. In the
case of Cys68-TNB, 3 - 4% of the population appears to be distributed around a distance less than that in N, at different times of unfolding. This appears to be
an experimental artifact of unknownorigin. It cannot represent the population distribution of I1, which in the case of the other proteins, is centered at a distance
intermediate between that of N and U. The distance distributions were also calculated using Eq. S16, which was derived on the basis of the simple
phenomenological model described in SI Appendix. The black continuous curves shows the calculated distance distributions at the indicated times of unfolding.
The values of the parameters used for generating the distance distributions are listed in Table S5.
Scheme 1. Diffusive swelling during unfolding.
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details of the swelling process. For example, the attractions
within the protein chain and with the solvent will be important
determinants of the true dynamics.
One feature of the data that cannot be explained by the simple
phenomenological model used here is why the unfolding times
are so long. For a Rouse-like chain of N monomers, the
relaxation time varies as 0Nz. With 0 	 1 ps (for the basic flip
process in Rouse-like dynamics), and z	 2 to 3, a relaxation time
substantially smaller than the observed time scale, is predicted.
A possible explanation is that the activation barrier for the basic
flip process is substantially larger in the more compact I1 and I2
than in the more expanded U, because of additional steric
hindrance due to the presence of other parts of the chain nearby.
In addition, packing (van der Waal’s) and other (H-bonding)
intramolecular interactions stabilizing the structures still present
in I1 and I2, which distinguish them from U, would need to break
during diffusive swelling. Hence, these interactions could play
dominant roles in determining the chain swelling dynamics.
Another possible reason could be that unfolding is slowed down
by many small (3–4 kBT) free energy barriers distributed over
a multidimensional free energy surface: Diffusive swelling is
likely to be retarded by hindered dynamics, and even backtrack-
ing (36) through a multitude of local energy minima (3–6, 37).
Ruggedness in the energy landscape would arise because of
imperfect enthalpy-entropy compensation as intraprotein and
protein-solvent interactions break throughout the unfolding
process, and because of entropic barriers associated with the
immobilization of water molecules on hydrophobic surfaces that
become exposed. There is some evidence from computer sim-
ulations that the diffusive motions of a polypeptide chain at large
times over a rugged energy landscape, can still give rise to
relaxation that is nearly exponential (38), and the data presented
here provide the first direct experimental evidence that a gradual
unfolding process can also show nearly exponential relaxation in
some ensemble-averaged observables.
Specific Structure Is Lost Gradually During the Unfolding of MNEI.
Earlier studies of the folding and unfolding of monellin (26–28)
had shown that both processes are complex and mediated by
multiple compact intermediates. This study has further brought
out the complexity of the unfolding reaction by showing that the
initially formed intermediate ensembles, I1 and I2, unfold grad-
ually, and not just in a few steps as indicated in the study in ref.
27. Here, it is shown that I1 and I2 possess native-like structure,
as judged by the observation of only a very marginal loss in
secondary structure at 150 ms of unfolding (Fig. S3). Thus, the
important result of this study is not only that I1 and I2 can be
observed to swell and unfold in a continuous manner, but also
that nearly all specific structure is lost during the course of this
slow gradual unfolding process. I1 and I2 are seen to be expanded
forms of the protein, in which some of the non-nearest-neighbor
interactions have been lost. In this respect, they resemble the dry
molten globule state, which has been predicted by theory (10),
and which has also been observed to form very early during
unfolding, both by experiment (39–41) and simulation (42). The
main conclusion of this study, that unfolding may occur via a
continuum of progressively less structured conformations, can
also have implications for understanding protein aggregation
reactions, such as amyloid fibril formation, because such aggre-
gation can commence from different conformations of partially
unfolded proteins (43).
Methods
Protein Expression, Purification, and TNB-Labeling. WT MNEI contains a single
tryptophan (Trp4) and a single cysteine (Cys42) residue. In addition to WT
MNEI (Cys42), 3 more mutant variants, C42AS68C (Cys68), C42AT82C (Cys82)
and C42AP97C (Cys97), each with a single tryptophan residue (Trp4) and a
single cysteine residue were generated by site-directed mutagenesis, and the
proteins purified as described in ref. 27. The TNB-labeled proteins were
obtained as described in SI Appendix.
Steady-State Fluorescence and Far-UV CD-Monitored Equilibrium and Kinetic
Unfolding Experiments. The secondary structure, stabilities and kinetics of
unfolding of all of the unlabeled and TNB-labeled proteins weremeasured as
described in SI Appendix.
TR-FRET Monitored Unfolding Kinetics Experiments. Fluorescence lifetimes
were measured at different times of the unfolding reaction for all of the
unlabeled and TNB-labeled proteins. For this purpose a stopped-flowmodule
(RX2000 rapid kinetics spectrometer accessory from Applied Photophysics)
was synchronized with a femto/pico second Ti-sapphire laser (Spectra Physics)
and a dual channel fast time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC)
system (Fig. S2). One-picosecond pulses of 885-nm radiation from the Ti-
sapphire laser, pumpedby anNd:YUO, laser (Millenia X, Spectra Physics), were
frequency tripled to 295 nm by using a frequency doubler/tripler (GWU,
Spectra physics). The resultant 295-nm laser radiation was used as the excita-
tion source and focused on to the sample in the cuvette coupled to the
stopped flow module. The unfolding reaction was initiated by mixing the
native protein with the unfolding buffer inside the cuvette of the stopped-
flow mixer in the ratio, 1:5.5. The dead-time of the mixing was estimated to
be 60 ms. At different times of the unfolding process, the fluorescence
intensity decay transients were collected at 360 nm, after passing the emitted
light through a 320-nm high pass cut-off filter, to avoid the collection of any
scattered excitation light. The fluorescence decay data collection was done
using data acquisition windows of 100-150 ms, using either 1 or 2 micro-
channel plate photomultiplier tubes (ModelH5773P-01; Hamamatsu) coupled
to a TCSPC card (SPC-630; Becker & Hickl), which was operated in the reverse
start-stop mode. The instrument response function (IRF) at 295 nm was
obtained using a dilute colloidal suspension of dried non-dairy coffee whit-
ener. The emission was monitored at the magic angle (54.7°) to eliminate the
contribution from the decay of anisotropy. Care was taken to ensure that the
peak counts in the fluorescence decays were at least 20,000.
Analysis of Time-Resolved Fluorescence Intensity Decays. The fluorescence
decay curves were subjected to discrete analysis and MEM analysis, as de-
scribed in refs. 44 and 45. See SI Appendix for details of discrete analysis. In
MEM analysis, it is assumed that the decay originates from a distribution of
fluorescence lifetimes in the range 10 ps to 10 ns, or in a similar range, with all
lifetimes initially assumed to have equal probability weights (amplitude).
Subsequently, the distribution is modified in each iteration of the analysis,
leading to a maximization of the Shannon–Jaynes entropy, S    Pi log Pi,
where Pi is the probability (amplitude) of the ith lifetime, and to a minimiza-
tion of the residuals (2). For a particular value of 2, there could be many
possible values of Pi. MEM analysis identifies the distribution for which S is
maximum. The calculation is terminated when successive iterations do not
change the values of 2, S, and the distribution profile. Thus, MEM analysis
gives the best (least biased) fit to the data without assuming any particular
line-shape function.
Confirmation of MEM Analysis. The robustness of the lifetime distributions
(including peak positions and widths of distributions) obtained by MEM
analysis was checked exhaustively by collecting data on several samples under
the same sample conditions. Peak values of MEM distributions agreed with
thoseobtained fromdiscrete lifetimeanalyses,within5% (Fig. S4). Values of
2 were in the range of 0.95 to 1.15 for all of the discrete and MEM analyses.
See SI Appendix for additional details.
Analysis of FRET and Calculations of Distances. Fluorescence lifetimes were
converted into D–A distances using Forster’s equation, as detailed in SI
Appendix.
Generation of Distance Distributions. Distance distributions were also gener-
ated using the phenomenological model described in detail in SI Appendix,
using the software package Mathematica, Version 6.
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